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Hybridization Enrichment to Improve
Forensic Mitochondrial DNA Analysis
of Highly Degraded Human Remains
Jennifer M. Young, Denice Higgins and Jeremy J. Austin*

Australian Centre for Ancient DNA, School of Biological Sciences, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, SA, Australia

Forensic mitochondrial DNA analysis of degraded human remains using PCR-based

Sanger sequencing of the control region can be challenging when endogenous DNA is

highly fragmented, damaged and at very low concentration. Hybridization enrichment

coupled with massively parallel sequencing (MPS) offers an effective alternative for

recovering DNA fragments as small as 30 base pairs (bp) from poorly preserved

samples. Here, we apply this methodology on a range of degraded human skeletal

remains that have previously been analyzed using PCR-based Sanger sequencing with

variable success. Our results reaffirm the benefit of targeted enrichment for analysis of

degraded remains and highlight the importance of using optimized library preparation

and enrichment techniques. We provide an indication of the sequencing depth required

to obtain full mtDNA genomes given the complexity of the library and confirm that a

second enrichment and/or a very high sequencing effort may be required to obtain full

mtDNA genomes for some degraded samples.

Keywords: forensic, DNA, mitochondrial genome, massively parallel sequencing, degraded remains, hybridization

enrichment

INTRODUCTION

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analysis is useful in forensic cases involving degraded human
remains as it allows inference of maternal biogeographic ancestry and comparison to maternal
relatives (Gill et al., 1994; Melton et al., 2005; Nelson and Melton, 2007). Forensic mtDNA
analysis typically uses PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing of the hypervariable regions of
the control region, or D-loop (Kim et al., 2013; Lyons et al., 2013; Daud et al., 2014). However,
massively parallel sequencing (MPS) offers the potential to obtain full mtDNA genomes to increase
resolution between closely related haplogroups (Børsting et al., 2014; King et al., 2014; Yang et al.,
2014; Davis et al., 2015; Parson et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016; Holland et al., 2017). Human
identification cases that would most benefit from mtDNA analysis, such as long-term missing
persons, human rights investigations and victims of disasters often involve DNA that is highly
fragmented (<100 base pairs, bp). Consequently poor PCR amplification is observed due to high
levels of DNA fragmentation (below target amplicon size), DNA damage and abasic sites (Gilbert
et al., 2003; Maciejewska et al., 2013; Chaitanya et al., 2015). Just et al. correlated mtDNA PCR
success to DNA input highlighting the failure rate of PCR based methods due to low quantity DNA
(Just et al., 2015).

Hybridization enrichment (targeted in-solution enrichment, in-solution capture) coupled with
MPS offers a number of benefits over PCR based methods for analysis of degraded DNA
(Templeton et al., 2013; Hofreiter et al., 2015). These include the ability to retrieve sequence
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information from DNA fragments as short as 30 bp, well below
the minimum PCR threshold, and to identify unique DNA
fragments, thus removing issues related to PCR duplication.
Hybridization enrichment requires conversion of fragmented
genomic DNA into a DNA library by ligation of barcoded
adapters (Figure 1A). PCR primers, complimentary to the
adapters, are then used to immortalize the DNA prior to
hybridization enrichment. Hybridization baits constructed from
biotinylated, single-stranded RNA or DNA are subsequently used
to isolate the sequences of interest (human mtDNA in this case)
from the library. MtDNA genome hybridization enrichment
and MPS has been tested and applied in forensic research on
high quality DNA, mock degraded DNA, chemically treated
DNA, telogen hairs, degraded human skeletal remains and
archaeological samples (Templeton et al., 2013; Marshall et al.,
2017; Shih et al., 2018). Eduardoff et al. (2017) used primer
extension capture (PEC) to enrich and sequence the mtDNA
control region from high quality DNA, human hairs and ancient
human bones.

Despite the benefits of hybridization enrichment, low DNA
quality and quantity in degraded samples still remains a limiting
factor. This requires optimization of the library preparation
and hybridization conditions to maximize endogenous DNA
recovery. A number of studies have shown that substantial
amounts of DNA in degraded samples can be lost during
DNA extraction (Benoit et al., 2013; Dabney et al., 2013; Barta
et al., 2014; Kemp et al., 2014; Pajnic, 2016; Glocke and Meyer,
2017). Consequently, improved extraction methods have been
developed (Glocke and Meyer, 2017). DNA can also be lost
during the purification steps used in DNA library preparation
(DeAngelis et al., 1995; Fisher et al., 2011), which is a major
concern for samples with only trace amounts of DNA present.
A number of recent studies have tested alternative library
preparation conditions. Fisher et al. (2011), Li et al. (2013),
and Carøe et al. (2018) recommended modifications to the
library preparation steps to reduce or eliminate tube transfers,
replacing one or both silica spin-column clean-ups with a
heat-kill step or solid phase reversible immobilization (SPRI)
bead clean-ups. Single stranded library preparation methods
have been advocated to reduce DNA loss, as these protocols
do not include size selection steps (Gansauge et al., 2017;
Glocke and Meyer, 2017). However, single stranded library
methodologies are more complex and expensive than double
stranded preparations. Also, it has been noted that the benefits
of single stranded library methods over double stranded ones
aren’t as evident when examining moderately degraded samples
rather than ancient samples (DNA fragments below 30 bp and
endogenous content below 3%) (Sandoval-Velasco et al., 2017).
Hence double stranded methods may still be preferable for
forensic purposes.

Optimization of the hybridization protocol can increase
the retention of target molecules. Hybridization reaction
efficiency has been shown to be influenced by two key
factors—hybridization temperature and annealing time—
which directly impact, enrichment specificity and sensitivity
(Paijmans et al., 2016). Cruz-Dávalos et al. (2017) investigated
probe concentration, DNA library input amounts, annealing

FIGURE 1 | Overview of the library preparation (A) and mtDNA hybridization

enrichment (B) protocol. Modifications to the protocol are highlighted inside

dashed boxes. For the library preparation (A) three combinations of

purification 1 and 2 were tested: Minelute + Minelute; Heat Kill + MinElute;

and Heat Kill + SPRI bead.

temperatures and incubation times and suggested that for low
endogenous DNA content samples, lower (55◦C) annealing
temperatures and longer incubation times produced greater
target enrichment. Furthermore, Brotherton et al. (2013) and
Templeton et al. (2013) demonstrated that multiple rounds of
enrichment can increase the number of on-target reads.

In this study we investigate the effects of three purification
protocols during library preparation and two hybridization
enrichment protocols to compare the endogenous DNA quantity,
average fragment length retained, and enrichment efficiency
obtained from forensic samples. The best performing protocol
was then applied to a range of degraded human forensic
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samples (bone and teeth), which had previously been tested
using traditional PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing
of the mtDNA control region with varying success. For
eleven samples that did not generate whole mtDNA genomes
we explored the benefits of undertaking a second round of
enrichment. The results presented reinforce the benefits of
hybridization enrichment for highly degraded remains, such
as those encountered in missing persons’ cases. For severely
degraded samples a second round of enrichment and/or a
very high sequencing effort may be required to obtain full
mtDNA genomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples
Thirty-six degraded human bone and tooth samples (Table S1)
were analyzed as part of on-going attempts to identify skeletal
remains recovered from Europe and south-east Asia. Samples
included femurs, humeri, “long bones” (most likely fragments
of femur or humerus), and molars. All samples were recovered
from soil environments, were mostly fragmentary and were all
>70 years post-mortem.

Ancient DNA Precautions Against
Contamination
Contamination of samples with contemporary DNA and
previously amplified mtDNA PCR products was controlled
by conducting all pre-PCR work at dedicated ancient DNA
facilities at the Australian Centre for Ancient DNA, University
of Adelaide. No contemporary human samples or DNA had
ever been present in the pre-PCR laboratory. The ancient DNA
laboratory is physically separate from post-PCR laboratories and
includes the use of dead-air glove boxes fitted with internal UV
lights for DNA extraction, library preparation and PCR set-up,
regular decontamination of all work areas and equipment with
sodium hypochlorite, PPE including disposable clean-room body
suit, face mask, face shield, shoe covers, and triple-gloving and
strict one-way movement of personnel.

DNA Extraction
To reduce surface contamination, the outer surfaces of the bones
and teeth were UV irradiated (260 nm) for 30min then∼1–2mm
of the sample surface was removed using a Dremel tool with a
carborundum cutting disc. Each sample was then ground to a
fine powder using a Mikro-Dismembrator (Sartorius). DNA was
extracted from 0.2 to 0.5 g of powdered bone or tooth as described
by Brotherton et al. (2013). DNA extractions were conducted in
batches of 1–7 samples with a negative extraction control.

mtDNA Control Region PCR Amplification
and Sequencing
For each sample, four short (160–187 bp, including primers)
overlapping mtDNA control region amplicons (CR_S1−15,997–
16,140, CR_S2−16,118–16,222, CR_S3−16,210–16,347, and CR-
S4−16,288–16,409) were targeted spanning positions 15,997–
16,409 that included the hypervariable region 1 (16,024–16,365).
PCRs were done in 25 µL volumes containing 1× High

Fidelity Buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific), 1 mg/mL Rabbit Serum
Albumin (Sigma), 2mM MgSO4, 250µM each dNTP, 0.5U
Platinum Taq High Fidelity (ThermoFisher Scientific), 400 nM
forward primer, 400 nM reverse primer, and 2 uL of DNA.
Primer sequences were as published in Haak et al. (2005).
Each primer included an M13 tag to enable sequencing of all
amplicons with the same sequencing primers. Thermocycling
conditions were 94◦C for 2min followed by 50 cycles of
94◦C for 15 s, 55◦C for 15 s, and 68◦C for 30 s, followed by
10min. at 68◦C. All PCR attempts included negative extraction
controls and a PCR negative control. PCR products were
visualized via electrophoresis on a 3.5% agarose TBE gel. Samples
with successful PCR amplification of three or four amplicons
were sent to Australian Genome Research Facility (AGRF,
Adelaide, South Australia) for purification and bi-directional
Sanger sequencing. Sequence chromatograms were visualized in
Geneious v9 (Biomatters) and aligned to the revised Cambridge
Reference Sequence (rCRS) (Andrews et al., 1999). A consensus
base was called only if covered by concordant forward and reverse
reads. The sequencing success of each fragment and the resulting
haplotypes are reported in Table S1.

Library Preparation
Four samples (S1, S2, S3, and S4) for which all four control
region fragments had been successfully PCR amplified and
Sanger sequenced were subjected to library preparation using
three different protocols that used different reaction clean-up
steps (Figure 1A, see below). Double stranded libraries were
constructed with truncated Illumina adapters containing dual 5-
mer internal barcodes (Haak et al., 2015). For all protocols, the
blunt end repair reaction, adapter ligation and Bst fill-in reactions
were performed following the protocol from Meyer and Kircher
(2010).

Library preparation includes two reaction clean-up steps: the
first following the blunt end repair reaction, and the second
following the adapter ligation reaction. The standard ancient
DNA library preparation method uses spin-column purification
(MinElute PCR purification kit, Qiagen) for both steps (Kircher
et al., 2012). However, alternatives to these have been suggested
in order to reduce the number of pipetting/transfer steps and
potential for DNA loss. These alternatives include a heat-kill
step following the blunt end repair (Fisher et al., 2011) and
SPRI (solid phase reversible immobilization) beads (Fisher et al.,
2011; Li et al., 2013). We tested both of these modified reaction
clean-up steps as follows (Figure 1A). Protocol 1 used a heat-kill
step (75◦C for 20min) after the blunt end repair and a spin-
column purification (MinElute PCR purification kit, Qiagen)
after the adapter ligation. Protocol 2 used a heat-kill step (75◦C
for 20min) after the blunt end repair and an SPRI bead clean-
up after the adapter ligation. Protocol 3 used the standard
ancient DNA method of spin-column purification (MinElute
PCR purification kit, Qiagen) for both steps. For all three
protocols, the concentrations of reagents and reaction volumes
in the blunt end repair, adapter ligation, and Bst fill-in were
kept constant.

For the MinElute purification we followed the manufacturer’s
instructions adding a 5× volume of PB buffer to the blunt end
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FIGURE 2 | MtDNA genome coverage (100–75, 75–50, 50–25, 25–0%) at

>5× read depth for 36 degraded human bone and tooth samples following

one or two rounds of hybridization enrichment and MPS, compared to control

region PCR success (4/4, 3/4, 2/4, 1/4, or 0/4 fragments amplified).

repair or adapter ligation reaction. Purified DNA was eluted in
22.5 µL EB buffer + 0.05% Tween at 50◦C. For the SPRI bead
purification, we prepared a home-made bead solution containing
0.1% Sera-Mag Magnetic Speedbeads (FisherScientific), 18%
PEG-8000, 1M NaCl, 10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, 0.05% Tween-
20) as described by Rohland and Reich (2012). A 3× volume of
the Sera-Mag/PEG solution was added to the ligation reaction,
pipette mixed 10 times and incubated at room temperature for
10min. The solution was placed on a magnetic stand for 5min
and the supernatant removed. The beads were washed twice with
150µL of 80% ethanol, air-dried for 10min and the purifiedDNA
was eluted in 20 µL of EB buffer+ 0.05% Tween.

Following library preparation, adapter-ligated DNA was
amplified in eight separate 25 µL reactions containing 1×
High Fidelity Buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific), 2mM MgSO4,
250µM each dNTP, 500 nM IS7_short_amp.P5 (Meyer and
Kircher, 2010), 500 nM IS8_short_amp.P7 (Meyer and Kircher,
2010), and 1U of Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase, High Fidelity
(ThermoFisher Scientific). Thermocycling conditions were: 94◦C
for 2min, 13 cycles of 94◦C for 15 s, 60◦C for 15 s, 68◦C for
30 s, followed by 68◦C for 10min. All eight reactions for each
library were pooled and then purified using AmpureXP beads at
a ratio of 1.8× as per manufacturer’s instructions. We assessed
the relative DNA yield of each library preparation protocol using
a Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the dsDNA
High Sensitivity Assay Kit (Figure 2). For each protocol, the
average DNA yield and standard deviation was calculated to
examine the variation across different samples.

Hybridization Enrichment
Based on the DNA yields obtained from the three library
preparation protocols, we used only the libraries generated

using Protocol 3 (MinElute PCR Purification kit used at
both purification steps) to examine different hybridization
conditions for mtDNA genome enrichment (see Results).
Libraries were enriched using Mitochondrial MYTObaits
(MYcoarray) following the MYbaits V3.01 (August 2015)
protocol (Figure 1B). Each sample was subjected to two different
hybridization protocols varying in both temperature and time:
(1) 65◦C for 24 h and (2) a step-down approach at 65◦C for
5 h, 60◦C for 5 h, 55◦C for 30 h (Figure 1B). Enriched libraries
were eluted in 30 µL TLE buffer + 0.05% Tween-20. Enriched
libraries were amplified in eight separate 25 µL reactions
containing 1× GeneAmp PCR Buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific),
2mM MgCl2, 250µM each dNTP, 1U of AmpliTaq Gold DNA
Polymerase (ThermoFisher Scientific), and 500 nM of forward
[IS4_indPCR.P5 (Meyer and Kircher, 2010)] and reverse [7-mer
indexing primer (Meyer and Kircher, 2010)] full-length Illumina
adapter primers. Thermocycling conditions were: 94◦C for
12min, 13 cycles of 94◦C for 30 s, 60◦C for 30 s, 72◦C for 45 s,
followed by 72◦C for 10min. All eight reactions for each library
were pooled and then purified using Ampure XP beads at a ratio
of 1.8× as per manufacturer’s instructions. Purified libraries
were quantified using the Agilent Tapestation and samples were
pooled at equimolar concentrations to form six final library
pools. Library pools were quantified via real-time PCR using
the KAPA Library Quantification kit before being sequenced on
the Illumina MiSeq using a 300-cyle kit (150-cycle paired-end)
at AGRF.

MPS and Data Analysis
Libraries were initially de-multiplexed by the Illumina software
into separate folders based on the index sequence. Sequences
were de-multiplexed into specific samples using the dual P5/P7 5-
mer internal barcodes and then processed using the PALEOMIX
v1.0.1 pipeline (Schubert et al., 2014). AdapterRemoval v2
(Lindgreen, 2012) was used to trim adapter sequences, merge the
paired reads, and eliminate all reads shorter than 25 bp. Collapsed
reads weremapped to the revised Cambridge Reference Sequence
(rCRS) mtDNA reference genome (NC_012920) (Andrews et al.,
1999) with BWA v0.6.2. The minimum mapping quality was
set to 25, seeding was disabled, and the maximum number or
fraction of open gaps was set to 2. PCR duplicates (mapped
reads that start and finish at the same location) were removed
using rmdup_collapsed.py to retain only unique reads to avoid
the effect of clonality overinflating read depths. Clonality was
calculated as the percentage of mapped reads that were PCR
duplicates. Unique mapped reads were visualized in Geneious
v9 (Biomatters) to determine the mtDNA genome coverage and
read depth for each sample and to generate a consensus sequence.
For consensus calling a majority rule consensus approach was set
using the “Highest Quality” option, “?” was called for bases with
no coverage and “N” was called for bases with <5× read depth.
Haplotypes and haplogroups were assigned from the consensus
using MITOMASTER (Lott et al., 2013).

Testing the Optimized Method on
Degraded Human Remains
Based on the results obtained from the library preparation and
hybridization comparisons on four degraded human samples,
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TABLE 1 | Number of retained reads, mapped reads, unique mapped reads, clonality, and average read depth for four degraded human bone samples for two different

hybridization enrichment conditions.

Sample Hybridization conditions Retained reads Mapped reads (%) Unique mapped reads (%) Clonality (%) Average read depth

S1 65◦C/24 h 475,361 31,812 (6.7) 22,473 (4.7) 29.4 130

65–55◦C/40 h 599,380 182,038 (30.4) 59,637 (10.0) 67.2 318

S2 65◦C/24 h 655,398 79,055 (12.1) 50,541 (7.7) 36.1 315

65–55◦C/40 h 434,473 129,832 (29.9) 73,179 (16.8) 43.6 429

S3 65◦C/24 h 1,836,038 107,764 (5.9) 45,178 (2.5) 58.1 264

65–55◦C/40 h 180,761 16,939 (9.4) 13,882 (7.7) 18.1 96

S4 65◦C/24 h 2,215,188 8,270 (0.4) 6,086 (0.3) 26.4 38

65–55◦C/40 h 427,190 19,817 (4.6) 12,376 (2.9) 37.5 72

All libraries were prepared using Protocol 3.

we tested the best performing method on the remaining
32 samples, using protocol 3 (MinElute + MinElute) for
the library preparation and the temperature step-down and
extended time for the hybridization enrichment. Libraries
were prepared in batches of eight as described in section
DNA Extraction, and hybridization enrichment was performed
on each library individually as described in Hybridization
Enrichment. Using protocol 3, 29 of the 32 samples produced
sufficient input DNA for hybridization enrichment (i.e., 100–
500 ng as recommended by MYbaits). Three samples (S12,
S33, and S34) produced <100 ng of input DNA (32.5, 41.2,
and 69.7 ng, respectively), but were still included in the
hybridization enrichment. The enriched libraries were pooled
into six pools and sequenced on six Illumina MiSeq runs
using a 300-cycle kit (150-cycle paired end) at the AGRF
(Adelaide, Australia).

Secondary Hybridization Enrichment
After primary enrichment and sequencing, several samples
returned very low numbers of mtDNA reads. Previous work
by Templeton et al. showed that a second hybridization
(i.e., repeating the hybridization on the enriched DNA from
the primary hybridization) can increase both the percentage
and overall number of mapped mtDNA reads (Templeton
et al., 2013). We replicated this work by performing a
second hybridization enrichment on eleven samples (with
0–72% mitogenome coverage at >5× read depth after the
first round of enrichment) using the same temperature step-
down protocol as for the first enrichment (described in
Hybridization Enrichment).

Authentication of Sequencing Results
Haplotypes generated by MPS for each sample were compared to
previous Sanger sequencing results, when available, and to other
sequencing attempts for the same sample for concordance. The
mitochondrial haplotype for each sample was also compared to
each of the other samples and to our staff elimination database
to detect any possible cross-contamination between samples and
from staff working on the samples.

RESULTS

Control Region Sanger Sequencing
Of the 36 samples examined, 13 had successful PCR amplification
and Sanger sequencing for all four fragments, six samples showed
75% success (i.e., three out of four fragments amplified and
sequenced), six samples showed 50% success (i.e., two out of four
fragments amplified) and four showed 25% success (i.e., one out
of four fragments amplified) (Table S1). Seven samples failed to
amplify for any of the four fragments (Table S1). Thus, nineteen
of the 36 samples (53%) met our threshold of≥75% PCR success
to yield Sanger sequence data.

Optimization of Library Preparation and
Hybridization Enrichment Protocol
Effect of Library Preparation on DNA Yield and

Hybridization DNA Input
The efficiency of the three library preparation protocols
was examined by quantifying the DNA yield post-library
amplification. On average, protocol 1 (heat-kill + MinElute)
resulted in the lowest DNA yield (9.5 ± 7.4 ng/µL), protocol
2 (heat-kill + SPRI) intermediate yield (62.8 ± 67.0 ng/µL),
and protocol 3 (MinElute + MinElute) the highest (102.8 ±

37.3 ng/µL).
Low DNA yield from library preparation influenced the

DNA input available for hybridization enrichment. MYbaits
recommends 100–500 ng DNA input for hybridization
enrichment. As a result, only libraries generated using
protocol 3 were used in the subsequent hybridization
enrichment experiments.

Effect of Hybridization Enrichment Conditions on

Retrieval of Mitochondrial DNA
The total number of reads, per sample, retained after quality
filtering (retained reads) ranged from 180,761 to 2,215,188 with
the number of unique mapped reads ranging from 6,086 to
73,179 (Table 1). For all samples, the 65–55◦C/40 h hybridization
approach increased the percentage ofmapped reads by 1.6–11.5×
and increased the percentage of unique mapped reads by 2.1–
10.7×, compared to the 65◦C/24 h approach. Average read length
of mapped reads was lower (93.9 bp) using the 65–55◦C/40 h
hybridization compared to 65◦C/24 h (100 bp). Clonality (the
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TABLE 2 | Increase in mtDNA genome coverage and read-depth following a second round of enrichment for 11 degraded human bone and tooth samples.

Sample Enrichment round Retained reads Mapped reads Unique mapped reads (%) Clonality (%) Coverage >5× (%) Average read depth

S11 1 437,260 17,443 1,501 (<1) 91.4 71.7 6.3×

2 1,492,571 1,210,673 2,093 (<1) 99.8 86.2 9.4×

S12 1 183,035 6,476 659 (<1) 89.8 12.3 2.4×

2 974,256 766,963 1,030 99.9 35.4 3.9×

S13 1 264,413 2,016 512 (<1) 74.6 10.1 2.3×

2 1,475,117 889,387 946 (<1) 99.9 44.1 4.5×

S14 1 256,187 9,063 205 (<1) 97.7 0.4 1×

2 906,450 766,484 377 (<1) 99.9 17.4 2.1×

S15 1 274,953 166 164 (<1) 1.2 1 0.9×

2 371,271 293,942 32,016 (8.6) 89.1 100 181×

S16 1 243,621 2,404 41 (<1) 98 0 0.1×

2 256,002 120,135 61 (<1) 99.9 0 0.2×

S19 1 204,449 10,492 252 (<1) 97.6 1 1×

2 1,552,779 1,243,821 473 (<1) 99.9 16 2.3×

S25 1 261,331 982 924 5.9 55.1 5.2×

2 424,533 363,518 13,607 (3.2) 96.2 99.9 73.5×

S31 1 237,747 352 308 (<1) 12.5 6 1.8×

2 1,915,711 480,379 2,348 (<1) 99.5 98 12.9×

S33 1 176,241 87 11 (<1) 87 0 0×

2 82,596 19,492 15 (<1) 99.9 0 0.1×

S34 1 272,551 5 5 (<1) 0 0 0×

2 498,921 114,621 508 (<1) 99.5 11 2.2×

percentage of mapped reads that were PCR duplicates) increased
in three samples for the 65–55◦C/40 h hybridization. The 65–
55◦C/40 h approach also increased the average read depth across
the mtDNA genome by 1.4–2.5× for samples S1, S2, and S4.
In contrast, the 65◦C/24 h approach generated more unique
reads for S3 and a higher average mtDNA genome read depth
(264× compared to 96×). Based on these results, the step-down
hybridization approach was selected to analyse the remaining 32
bone samples.

mtDNA Genome Sequencing From
Degraded Samples
Using protocol 3 (Minelute/Minelute cleanup) for library
preparation and the 65–55◦C/40 h hybridization for a single
round of enrichment, we sequenced 52,697–955,346 raw reads
per sample (mean = 591,400, Table S1). With PCR duplicates
removed we obtained 1–108,585 unique mapped reads per
sample (mean = 16,482, Table S1). Average fragment length
for mapped reads varied almost 2-fold: 59.7–111.4 bp (mean =

81.2 bp, Table S1). With a minimum 5× read depth to call a
base, we recovered full mitogenomes from 17 samples; 80–96%
mitogenome coverage from four samples; 32–72% mitogenome
coverage from three samples; and 0–12% mitogenome coverage
from 12 samples (Figure 2, Table S1).

MtDNA haplogroups could be predicted for 24 samples
with as low as 32% coverage (at >5× read depth),
including 11 samples for which control region PCRs had
failed on two or more fragments. The MPS results were

concordant with the Sanger results for all samples where
there was comparable sequence data and no sequences
matched other samples or any of our staff elimination
profiles (Table S1).

Effect of Secondary Hybridization
Enrichment on mtDNA Genome Recovery
Eleven samples with no to moderate (0–72%) mtDNA genome
coverage after the first round of enrichment were subjected to
a second round of enrichment. All samples showed an increase
in the number of unique mapped reads and an increase in
mtDNA genome coverage and average read-depth (Table 2,
Figure 2). This increase in coverage appears to be related to
the level of clonality following the first enrichment—the lower
the clonality, the greater the increase in coverage following the
second round of enrichment (Figure S1). Most noticeably, S15
and S31, which had 1.2 and 12.5% clonality, respectively after
the first enrichment, showed an increase in mtDNA genome
coverage (at >5× read depth) from 1 to 100% and 6 to 98%
following the second enrichment. In contrast, samples S16,
S19 and S33 with high clonality after the first enrichment
(98, 97, and 87%, respectively), did not show a substantial
increase in mtDNA genome coverage following a second round
of enrichment. The improvement in coverage and read depth
resulted in control region haplotypes and mtDNA haplogroup
prediction (using coding region and control region data) for
six samples that had too low coverage after a single round
of enrichment.
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Effect of Sequencing Depth on mtDNA Genome

Coverage
Sequencing read-depth and mtDNA genome coverage were
related (Figure 3). Approximately 5,000 unique mapped reads
were required to obtain a full mtDNA genome with >5× read
depth (Figure 3A). As the number of unique reads increased
above this threshold, there was a linear increase in average
mtDNA genome read-depth (Figure 3B). The increased mtDNA
genome coverage from 1 to 16% for sample S19 is likely due to
the increased sequencing effort resulting in an 8× increase in the
number of raw sequences obtained for the second enrichment
compared to the first enrichment. Similarly, sample S31, had
an 8× increase in the number of raw reads for the second
enrichment, with a mtDNA genome coverage increase from 6
to 98%. All other samples had an increase in retained reads of
between 0.1 and 1.8×.

DISCUSSION

Human identification from degraded remains presents a number
of technical issues for forensic science. The low quality and
quantity of DNA present within skeletal remains, such as teeth
and bone, can result in unsuccessful mtDNA sequencing using
traditional approaches. Here, 17 out of 38 degraded samples
(45%, Figure 2) showed low control region PCR amplification
success and would have been excluded from further analysis
under the criteria used by Just et al. (2015). This study
confirms that hybridization enrichment can be used to obtain
mtDNA genome data, and improve mtDNA typing success,
from degraded human forensic samples. We tested alternative
library preparation and hybridization conditions and applied the
optimized methods, including a second round of enrichment
on some samples. Sufficient mtDNA sequence was generated to
produce a control region haplotype and/or predict the mtDNA
haplogroup from 30 out of 36 samples. Compared to PCR and
Sanger sequencing only six samples (16%) remained recalcitrant
to mtDNA analysis.

MtDNA genome coverage is influenced by the proportion
of on-target reads retrieved during hybridization enrichment,
which in turn is affected by the endogenous DNA content of
the sample and the sequenced fragment lengths. We examined
three methods of improving mtDNA genome recovery (1)
library preparation method, (2) hybridization conditions, and
(3) a second round of enrichment. The use of enzymatic heat-
kill steps and SPRI-bead clean-ups reduced the overall DNA
yield from the library preparation, in many cases to levels
below the minimum amount of input DNA recommended
for hybridization enrichment. Despite potential for DNA loss
associated with column purification, the MinElute reaction
clean-ups yielded the highest amount of library DNA. The
relaxed step-down hybridization conditions, combined with
longer incubation times, increased on-target reads by 2–10×
compared to incubation at 65◦C, presumably due to more
efficient hybridization of poor quality sequences to the probes
at lower temperature (Wetmur, 1991; Carletti et al., 2006). The
optimized method produced 0.2–17% on-target reads which was

FIGURE 3 | The effect of increased number of unique mapped reads on (A)

the percentage of mtDNA genome with >5× read depth and (B) the average

read depth across the mtDNA genome.

sufficient to recover complete or near-completemtDNA genomes
from highly degraded skeletal remains with a read-depth between
38 and 429×. This is an improvement on the method reported
by Templeton et al. (2013) who recovered 2.8% on-target reads
from a well-preserved cranium fragment, only after two-rounds
of enrichment, to obtain 99.5% mtDNA at an average read
depth of 20× (Templeton et al., 2013). Here, a second round of
enrichment was used to increase the on-target reads and obtain
complete, or near complete, mtDNA genomes from samples
with low coverage after the first enrichment. We demonstrate
that the efficiency of the second enrichment (in terms of the
percentage of on-target reads) is influenced by the clonality at the
first enrichment step. This observation will be useful in deciding
whether a second enrichment would increase mtDNA genome
coverage. Alternative strategies, such as low-coverage shotgun
sequencing of samples combined with bioinformatic prediction
of library complexity (e.g., using Preseq, http://smithlabresearch.
org/software/preseq/) may assist to streamline laboratory analysis
of highly degraded samples.

The percentage of on-target reads will increase the sequencing
read depth across the mtDNA genome and the reliability for
calling variants. Using the approach tested here, a minimum of
∼5,000 unique mapped reads with a mean read length of 81
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bp were required to obtain a complete mtDNA genome with a
minimum 5× read depth. Increasing unique mapped reads above
this threshold increased the average sequence read depth. PCR
based mtDNA genome studies have shown differential coverage,
with consistent trends between samples (King et al., 2014;
McElhoe et al., 2014; Parson et al., 2015). However, differential
read-depth has been attributed to the amplification strategy and
the positioning of the overlapping primers. There is currently no
agreed minimum read-depth threshold for calling a variant in
forensic mtDNA genome studies. For example, McElhoe et al.
(2014) suggest a minimum read-depth threshold of 200×, King
et al. (2014) applied a minimum threshold of 40× and Ring
et al. use a minimum threshold of 10× (Ring et al., 2017). For
PCR based approaches, these sequence read-depths are plausible
as a high percentage of sequencing reads are on-target and
PCR duplicates are not excluded from the analysis. In contrast,
shotgun and hybridization enrichment approaches naturally have
a much lower percentage of on-target sequences as the target
fragments are not primarily amplified. Also, as unique molecules
can be distinguished, PCR duplicates are excluded from analysis
lowering apparent read-depth. Parson et al. reported >98%
mapped reads with ∼70,000× read-depth using long amplicons
(2–3 kb), ∼70% mapped reads with read-depth between 6,000
and 25,000× using midi-sized amplicons (62-amplicons of 300–
500 bp), and <0.1% reads mapped with read-depth between 1
and 133× using shotgun sequencing (Parson et al., 2015). For the
shotgun sequencing approach, a minimum read-depth of 48×
was applied which allowed for 31 of the expected 34 variants
to be called. Minimum sequencing read-depth thresholds should
be explored to call variants from hybridization enrichment data
from degraded remains. The nature of DNA within degraded
remains differs from that within good quality forensic samples,
and this should be considered when assessing the reliability of
SNPs and calling of heteroplasmy, particularly where read-depth
is low (Hanssen et al., 2017; Rathbun et al., 2017).

CONCLUSIONS

Hybridization enrichment will deliver new capacity
and capability in specialist DNA-based identification of
trace and highly degraded DNA. This new approach
will result in improved and more reliable identification

from trace sources and decomposed human remains
and will reduce costs and delays in the identification of
unknown samples, improving outcomes in criminal and
coronial investigations.
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